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…In a most recent time, … your work was with those suffering and particularly with
children in this country, you set in motion a cause which has produced an effect in your
birth at this time. And that cause might be described in this manner:
That as you dedicated your life, your thoughts, your words, actions and your deeds for
in this recent time, you were not married, but were given to a religious order and
sincerely, in every way, attempted to serve mankind. But there were ever the limitations
of fund, the limitation of lack of facilities for communication, for making the work known.
Now hear this. In that lifetime, not some one hundred years ago, in the cities here, one
particular, one particular day, you prayed. Certainly this soul to whom we speak as well
as millions, billions of souls have prayed again and again, day after day, lifetime after
lifetime, and have had varying degrees of success, of causing results.
But when a prayer is prayed with such commitment of heart that there is no resistance
in the mind, no doubt of that which is being created, precipitated, by the words, the
thoughts, of the prayer, then a soul with self set completely aside, a soul so committed
to the purpose of the prayer that there is both harmony in thought, life or action with the
purpose of the prayer, then that prayer sets in motion a cause that can and will move
heaven and earth to produce a result.
Your prayer on that day was to be given both money and influence, power, specifically a
name to be a person known. Through being known, to wield influence and to have
available financial means to cause that you are attempting to cause without that means.
Now this is to say that there was in that particular prayer, the commitment of yourself to
change the world. And essentially a promise was made. Your promise was made to
God, “If I can be given these tools to accomplish the coming, the dawning, the Day of
our Lord, then I will be a catalyst for causing that.”
Now it is not as unusual as you might think that a soul, even in a moment of what you
might refer to as “non-thinking,” that a soul should look upon a situation and condition or
such so wistfully, so longing with the heart, for that condition or situation that through
that one thought and that one moment such a condition or situation is produced in the
experience of that soul in a subsequent time.
With such strength of creation, such strength of precipitation, imagination, visualization,
such concentration of your creative force in that moment, you set in motion, in that
prayer, circumstances under which you would enter in this lifetime.
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